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ACCORHOTELS ARENA



Ruckus Wireless Wi-Fi Connects AccorHotels Arena in Paris



CASE STUDY



OVERVIEW Located in Paris, France the AccorHotels Arena is one of the top five arenas in the world. Bringing sports and concerts to its fans, it serves 20,000 clients at any given event.



REQUIREMENTS ••



Reliable high-speed wireless network that is scalable and innovative



••



Provide the best coverage and connectivity inside and outside the arena



••



Ease of use and simple management



SOLUTION ••



R500 & R700 access points mounted within the stadium



••



65 T301 mounted on the catwalk



••



12 T300 for outdoor coverage



••



Virtual SmartZone (vSZ)



BENEFITS ••



Increased the number of concurrent users



••



Users have a seamless roaming experience within the arena



••



Using Smart Positioning Technology (SPoT), AccorHotels Arena is able to detect its client’s location in real time through drop-in analytics.



••



Using Smart Cell Insight (SCI), AccorHotels Arena can now gather real-time & historic data



••



A reliable and fast network



BIG SUCCESS FOR INTEGRATED ROAMING EXPERIENCE AT ACCORHOTELS ARENA Imagine walking into an arena and your smartphone immediately pings you that a $30 premium seat upgrade is available for purchase on your mobile device. As soon as you settle in to enjoy that awesome game or show, you use your smartphone to order a pulled pork sandwich and beer delivered right to your seat. As you continue to spectate, you begin to post pictures and videos to all your social apps such as SnapChat, Facebook and Instagram to share your experience with all your friends and family. Stadiums and “indoor” arenas are racing to digitize their venues to improve the fan experience. Since we live in a time where everyone is carrying some sort of mobile device, the expectation is that there is Wi-Fi available at almost any location. The underlying stake is not only to be able to connect to any Wi-Fi network, but to be able to connect to a reliable and efficient Wi-Fi network, that provides useful apps with a great customer experience to audiences.



CHALLENGE AccorHotels Arena is ranked second best in worldwide arenas. It’s an indoor sports arena and concert hall located in Paris, France. Designed and built in the 1980s, the venue has a pyramidal shape and its gently-inclined walls are covered with sloping lawn. The arena holds up to 20,000 clients at any given event. Before its renovation, the arena had poor cabling and coverage—nobody could connect to Wi-Fi. In 2014, this exceptional meeting place launched an ambitious modernization and digital transformation program that lasted 17 months. “Before the renovation, we had really nothing in regards to Wi-Fi. It was only 40 access points, poor cabling, poor backhaul network—it was very old as well as the building being 30 years old,” states Guillaume Lairloup, director of systems of information at AccorHotels Arena. As they began restorations, AccorHotels Arena was looking for a new complete solution that would provide enhanced performance and capacity across all the public seating areas. Deploying wireless broadband connectivity in a high-density venue like the AccorHotels Arena is a very challenging undertaking. In theory, it is believed that a large number of access points (APs) are necessary to provide reliable coverage in such a large venue. However, the reality is that it is just the opposite as they can interfere with one another. High density deployments are all about interference management. It is important to get a reasonably accurate assessment of the demand that 20,000 people can place on the network. In order to do so, the Ruckus Wireless team led a site survey at AccorHotels Arena to accurately assess the location and the relative strength of Wi-Fi APs. “We needed to build a completely new Wi-Fi infrastructure during the renovation process. It had to be state of the art in order to deliver seamless services to all of our clients. During concerts, there are 20,000 people in the venue so Wi-Fi is very important as we want to be able to provide more services to our clients via our future mobile app, AccorHotels Arena,” states Lairloup.
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TITLE GOES HERE ACCORHOTELS ARENA



SUB-TITLE Ruckus Wireless GOES Wi-Fi HERE Connects AccorHotels Arena in Paris



CASE DATASHEET STUDY



SOLUTION Looking for just the right solution, AccorHotels Arena management looked at several suppliers such as Aruba by HP, Xirrus, Cisco and Ruckus Wireless. Ruckus Wireless was selected because its technology is well suited to the challenges associated with the AccorHotels Arena which requires increased coverage performance and very high capacity (several Megabits/second per user). To optimize coverage while at the same time minimizing interference, the Ruckus R500 and R700 APs were mounted within the stadium. These APs ensure the most reliable connectivity within challenging and ever-changing RF environments. They are equipped with BeamFlex patented adaptive antenna technology to keep RF energy focused on the specific user for whom the wireless transmissions are intended. By directing the signal in an optimal way towards each user, the APs avoid the interference risks that occur in massive stadiums or high density environments. 65 Ruckus T301 were mounted on the ceiling to provide stronger signals to the fans at higher levels in the arena. For outdoor coverage, 12 Ruckus T300 were deployed allowing for seamless Wi-Fi roaming in and outside the arena.



“Ruckus brought us the capacity to deliver services to our population of fans in the venue all at the same place and same time. Our network rocks now.” GUILLAUME LAIRLOUP



Director of Systems of Information AccorHotels Arena



Managing these APs is the Ruckus Virtual SmartZone (vSZ), a software platform offering the ultimate in flexibility. Using Smart Positioning Technology (SPoT) as one of the key features, AccorHotels Arena is able to detect its clients locations in real time through drop-in analytics. In addition, the Smart Cell Insight (SCI) gathers real-time and historic data which is analyzed and graphically displayed in an easy to understand format with a wide variety of views and customized reports. The data gathered by Ruckus SCI details essential network statistics such as traffic usage, client and session measurement, network changes, network latency and inventory. This is incredibly important in helping the arena produce statistics about the fan engagement rate during events. “Now we’re able to offer a complete range of digital services to our fans. Our audience uses the Wi-Fi to connect to their social network, take videos, interact during the events by posting tweets while the tweets get displayed on all of the different screens in the venue and we can push content towards them to upsell services by being able to communicate with them more directly and easily,” commented Guillaume Lairloup. Since Ruckus’ solutions deployment, the AccorHotels Arena has seen an amazing increase in the number of concurrent users. Fans are now able to connect to anyone in or outside the stadium, and can share their experiences with the world. In parallel, the arena continues to create new future applications to engage with their customers even more – keeping their fans happy— which makes everyone happy. “Ruckus brought us the Wi-Fi capacity to deliver innovative and quality services to our population of fans in the venue, all at the same place, at the same time. Today our Wi-Fi network is identified as one of the highest satisfaction categories for our visitors,” concludes Guillaume Lairloup.
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communiquÃ© - AccorHotels 

hÃ´tels franÃ§ais Novotel et Suite Novotel, grÃ¢ce Ã  l'Ã©quation Â« 5 serviettes rÃ©utilisÃ©es = 1 arbre plantÃ© Â», serviront Ã  financer ces nouvelles plantations. Novotel et ...
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pcc - AccorHotels 

Pullman Weifang Wanda en Chine, le Novotel London Wembley au Royaume-Uni, le Mercure Rio de Janeiro. Praia da Barra au BrÃ©sil, et l'ibis Surabaya City ...
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pcc - AccorHotels 

(RevPAR T2 : +3,9%), les villes secondaires de province, notamment Bristol, ..... 3 223. Economique. 425. 423. 523. 520. 948. 943. 531. 527. 491. 486. 1 970.
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l'accorhotels arena 

No part of this content may be reproduced in any form or by any means or used to make any ... une infrastructure WiFi entièrement neuve. Il fallait qu'elle soit.
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arena series-man_rev2 - dBTechnologies 

lavabi, lavelli da cucina, vasche per il bucato, su pavimento bagnato oppure in ... non sembra funzionare normalmente oppure ha cambiato le sue prestazioni;.
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arena series-man_rev2 - dBTechnologies 

Before turning on the loudspeaker, be sure that the connections are correct to .... The hanging points are of 8MA in ARENA 8 and ARENA 10 or 10MA in. ARENA ...
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Ultimate Arena Falcon Manuel 

symptoms while playing video games: Altered vision, ... fighting video games available on STE & Flacon ... SPEED: Choose between NORMAL (beginner) and.
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DARK AGE ARENA 

Standard method: The Attacker designates one of his/her Controlled Locations: all Characters assigned to this Location can be added to combat pool in the ...
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arena sw 12_sw15_sw18-man - dBTechnologies 

pericolosa ad elevati livelli di pressione acustica, Ã¨ necessario che chiunque sia sottoposto a tali livelli utilizzi delle adeguate protezioni. | | | | |. DESCRIZIONE.
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arena sw 12_sw15_sw18-man - dBTechnologies 

diffusore) in modo da garantire una corretta riproduzione audio, soprattutto quando .... electric shocks, ensure that your amplifier is switched off when you plug in.
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ArÃ©na McConnell Arena Fieldhouse 

RUE. AYL. MER. AVENUE. DES PINS. AVEN. UE. DU. PA. RC. ArÃ©na. McConnell. Arena. Fieldhouse. Stade. Molson. Stadium. Rue UniversitÃ©. Ave Des Pins.
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CP AccorHotels_FDM Oct 2015 - AccorHotels Group 

d'optimisation d'HotelInvest, premier investisseur hÃ´telier dans les segments Ã©conomiques et milieu de gamme en Europe. L'accord avec FonciÃ¨re des Murs,.
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Le Club Accorhotels 1 Million Points Sweepstakes 

Ashland. PA. 25,000 Le Club Accorhotels Bonus Points. Sean. K. Toronto. ON. 25,000 Le Club Accorhotels Bonus Points. William. W. Kensington. CA. 25,000 Le ...
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Informations rÃ©glementÃ©es pÃ©riodiques - AccorHotels 

Choisir une annÃ©e : 2016; 2015; 2014; 2013; 2012; 2011; 2010; 2009; 2008; 2007. 18.10.2016. Document au format PDF. 1,4 mo; FR. Q3 2016 revenue ...
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Logo-women-at-accor-generation - AccorHotels Group 

Aucune information n'est disponible pour cette page.Découvrir pourquoi
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CP AccorHotels_FDM Oct 2015 - AccorHotels Group 

ibis, Novotel, Mercure, Pullman et Sofitel. La finalisation de cette opÃ©ration est prÃ©vue pour le premier semestre 2016, et soumise aux conditions usuelles pour ...
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le capitaine arena annotee french pdf 

Are you looking for le capitaine arena annotee french PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download le capitaine arena annotee french Pdf to any kind of ...
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citrine to pc with arena - Chess House 

Go to http://www.playwitharena.com/. 2. Download the latest software from the ARENA DOWNLOAD site: http://www.playwitharena.com/directory/download.htm ...
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ArÃ©na McConnell Arena Fieldhouse 

Souvenir. U. SHE. LD. ON B. IOTE. CHN. OLO. GY. CEN. TER. HOSPITAL BUILDING. B. LYMANDUFF MEDICALBUILDING. Salt Shed. New MNI Extension.
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Ces deux projets constituent en 2013 les axes majeurs ... - AccorHotels 

InitiÃ©e en 2009, cette initiative a dÃ©jÃ  permis de financer la plantation de prÃ¨s de 3 millions d'arbres grÃ¢ce Ã  l'Ã©quation Â« 5 serviettes rÃ©utilisÃ©es = 1 arbre plantÃ©Â» ...
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AccorHotels conforte son leadership en Afrique avec la signature de ... 

3 juil. 2015 - minier, notamment le pétrole et les diamants. ... l'engagement depuis près de 50 ans d'une entreprise citoyenne et solidaire avec son ...
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AccorHotels conforte son leadership en Afrique avec la signature de ... 

3 juil. 2015 - la signature de 50 hÃ´tels en Angola. Ã€ l'occasion de la visite du ... AccorHotels, premier opÃ©rateur hÃ´telier international, annonce la signature.
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AccorHotels conforte son leadership en Afrique avec la signature de ... 

Communiqué de presse. Paris, le 3 juillet 2015. AccorHotels conforte son leadership en Afrique avec la signature de 50 hôtels en Angola. À l'occasion de la ...
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